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Case Study #3

Susan and Steve have been married for 17 years. They have four children – Sara (8), Jessie (8), Mackenzie (10) and Ashley 
(12). Susan is a stay-at-home mother and Steve is a self-employed Electrician making $85,000 per year. Steve, because he is 
self-employed, does not have a benefit coverage plan. 

In 2012, Steve purchased a new company vehicle. When he contacted his insurance company to add the new vehicle under 
his Ontario Automobile Policy, his Insurance Broker explained to Steve optional accident benefit coverages available to him 
including Medical and Rehabilitation Benefits, as well as a Caregiver Expense Benefit and Housekeeping. Because their family 
currently had no accident benefits, Steve opted to purchase the recommended packages his Insurance Broker offered him. 

Later that same year, while out running errands, Susan was involved in a catastrophic motor vehicle accident that resulted in 
her being in a coma and in the hospital for 2-months. Fortunately, Susan recovered but required extensive rehabilitation due to 
her brain injury for 1-year following the accident. Susan’s total recovery time was 14-months. 

As the sole income earner for the family, Steve needed to return to work shortly after Susan’s accident. Susan was unable to 
care for their children and the upkeep of their home so Steve and Susan required a Caregiver and a Housekeeper. Because 
of the level of benefits coverage their family had, the majority of Susan and Steve’s expenses for Susan’s rehabilitation were 
covered and Susan was able to receive the care she needed.

Medical & Rehabilitation   $237,400
Caregiver Expenses    $18,000
Housekeeping   $6,000

Total    $261,400

Med & Rehab   $237,400
Caregiver Expenses   $18,450
Housekeeping $9,000

Total $264,400

Med & Rehab   $50,000
Caregiver Expenses   $0
Housekeeping   $0

Total    $50,000

Steve and Susan’s Coverage
with Optional AB Coverage Actual Costs

Coverage without Optional 
AB Coverage

* Case study scenarios are entirely fictional and values are approximate.


